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Abstract
Randomness is critical for many information processing applications, including numerical mod-
eling and cryptography [1, 2]. Device-independent quantum random number generation [3]
(DIQRNG) based on the loophole free violation of Bell inequality [4–7] produces unpredictable
genuine randomness without any device assumption and is therefore an ultimate goal in the field
of quantum information science [8–10]. However, due to formidable technical challenges, there
were very few reported experimental studies of DIQRNG [11–14], which were vulnerable to the
adversaries. Here we present a fully functional DIQRNG against the most general quantum adver-
saries [15–17]. We construct a robust experimental platform that realizes Bell inequality violation
with entangled photons with detection and locality loopholes closed simultaneously. This platform
enables a continuous recording of a large volume of data sufficient for security analysis against the
general quantum side information and without assuming independent and identical distribution.
Lastly, by developing a large Toeplitz matrix (137.90 Gb × 62.469 Mb) hashing technique, we
demonstrate that this DIQRNG generates 6.2469× 107 quantum-certified random bits in 96 hours
(or 181 bits/s) with uniformity within 10−5. We anticipate this DIQRNG may have profound
impact on the research of quantum randomness and information-secured applications.
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Creating a full DIQRNG based on the violation of Bell inequality necessitates to fulfill two
sets of conditions rigorously and simultaneously. First, one must close both detection and
locality loopholes simultaneously in the Bell test experiment[4–7]. While recent remarkable
progress in the loophole free test of Bell inequality provides a favorable condition to realize a
full DIQRNG, the implementation demands unprecedented detection efficiency and system
stability and therefore still remains a formidable challenge. Previous experimental studies of
DIQRNG based on Bell test experiment only closed the detection loophole[11, 12, 14]. Sec-
ond, one must not assume independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.) and must consider
both classical and quantum side information in the security analysis, and the production
of random bits must occur at a non-vanishing rate and be noise-tolerant. In the i.i.d. sce-
nario, because Alice and Bob perform the same measurement on the same quantum state
in each experimental trial, the security analysis can be greatly simplied by examining a
single experimental trial. However, the i.i.d assumption generally fails due to issues such as
memory effect and time-dependent behaviour. Although the security analysis against the
most general quantum adversaries without i.i.d assumption was rigorously proven[17–22],
a security analysis method efficient enough for finite-data size came into being only very
recently. Exploiting the entropy accumulation theorem[22], Arnon-Friedman, Renner and
Vidick recently proposed a DIQRNG analysis method that does not use the i.i.d assump-
tion and considers the quantum side information, which nevertheless produces randomness
with yield approaching the value for the i.i.d. case[17]. Previous experiments[11, 12] only
considered classical side information, and their security against the most general quantum
adversaries is unknown. Here we report in this Letter the creation of the full DIQRNG by
rigorously satisfying the two sets of conditions in experiment and security analysis. We note
that another work studying DIQRNG in parallel to our work also closed both detection and
locality loopholes in the experiment[13], which however only considered the classical side
information. Our experiment produces 6.2469 × 107 genuinely quantum-certified random
bits in 96 experimental hours (or 181 bits/s), with total failure probability less than 10−5.
This full DIQRNG may open a new avenue to a wide range of applications including the
study of fundamental physics.
Our realization of DIQRNG is based on a sequence of Bell test experiments in the format
of the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt game[23]. Neither modeling of the physical apparatus
nor relation between different experimental trials is assumed. Time-dependent or memory-
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like effect may happen across experimental trials. In experimental trial i, Alice and Bob who
are spatially separated each receives a photon of an entangled pair. Alice (Bob) receives
a bit from a quantum random number generator, xi (yi) ∈ {0, 1}, as input to set her
(his) measurement base choice, which is not affected by the base choice and measurement
outcome of Bob (Alice). Their choices of measurement settings are not affected by the
emission event of the entangled photon pairs, vice versa. In other words, these events are
separated spacelike to satisfy the no-signaling condition. We assume the two random inputs,
xi and yi are created independently and freely irrelevant to the rest parts of the experiment,
and the creation follows i.i.d for all of the n trials. The corresponding measurement outcome
is ai (bi) ∈ {0, 1}. We assign a CHSH game value Ji = 1 if ai ⊕ bi = xi · yi and 0, otherwise.
We consider the case of uniform input for all of the n-experimental trials, p(xy) = 1/4,
and leave the discussion for more general settings in Supplementary Information I.A. We
obtain the CHSH game value J¯ for all n experimental trials as
J¯ =
1
n
n∑
j=1
Ji − 3/4. (1)
The experiment is subject to various loss mechanisms. We require that the photon loss
must be low enough for the experiment to be free of detection loophole. Any strategies based
on local hidden variable models bound J¯ ≤ 0. Therefore, J¯ > 0, indicates that the outcomes
cannot be pre-determined and hence the presence of unpredictable quantum randomness in
the outcomes.
The amount of unpredictable randomness that can be extracted against quantum side
information E is quantified by the smooth min-entropy, Hεsmin(AB|XYE) [17], which is
bounded by,
Hεsmin(AB|XYE) ≥ n ·Ropt(εs, εEA, ωexp). (2)
Here A (B) and X (Y) denote the output and input sequences of Alice (Bob), εs the
smoothing parameter, ωexp the expected CHSH game value, εEA the failure probability for
entropy accumulation protocol. As a conservative estimation, we take the lower bound
Ropt(εs, εEA, ωexp) as the theoretical amount of randomness on average for each trial. A
complete description of function Ropt is presented in Supplementary Information I.B. There-
fore, from the raw data obtained in all n experiment trials, we can extract random bits
created with genuine unpredictability as: for a given failure probability of less than 2−te , we
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apply the Toeplitz-matrix hashing extractor with a matrix of size n×Hεsmin(AB|XYE)− te
to extract Hεsmin(AB|XYE) − te random bits that is εs + εEA + 2−te close to the uniform
distribution. Here, we set te = 100.
FIG. 1. Schematics of the experiment. a) A bird’s-eye view of the experimental layout. Alice’s and
Bob’s measurement stations are on the opposite sides of the emission source of entangled photon
pairs, with direct free space distance with respect to the source measured to be 93±2 m and 90±2
m, respectively. (to be continued in the next page.)
Fig. 1 is the experimental schematics for the creation and detection of entangled pho-
ton pairs at low loss. We choose to create entangled photon pairs at 1560 nm based on
spontaneous parametric downconversion, which has negligible loss propagating through 100
meter optical fibre. We enclose a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP)
crystal with poling period 46.5 µm in a Sagnac loop. With the injection of pump pulses at
wavelength of 780 nm and pulse width of 10 ns at a repetition rate of 200 kHz, the loop
emits polarization-entangled photon pairs at 1560 nm. We set the beam waist to be 180 µm
for the pump beam (780 nm) and 85 µm for the collection beam (1560 nm) to optimize the
efficiency to couple the created photons at 1560 nm into optical fibre. We place all elements
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FIG. 1. b) Creation of pairs of entangled photons: Light pulses of 10 ns, 200 kHz from a 1560 nm
seed laser (LD) are amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), and frequency-doubled
in an in-line periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide. With the residual 1560 nm
light removed by a wavelength-division multiplexer (WDM) and spectral filters, the 780 nm light
pulses are focused into a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal in a
Sagnac loop to generate polarization entangled photon pairs. A set of quarter-wave plate (QWP)
and half-wave plate (HWP) are used to control the relative amplitude and phase in the created
polarization-entangled two-photon state. The residual 780 nm pump light is removed by dichroic
mirrors (DMs) in both the source and the measurement stations. The two photons of an entangled
pair at 1560 nm travel in opposite directions to two remote measurement stations, where they
are subject to polarization state measurements. c) Single photon polarization measurement: The
single photons exit the fibre, complete the polarization state measurement in free space, and are
collected into single mode optical fibres to be detected by superconducting nanowire single-photon
detectors (SNSPD). The apparatus to perform single-photon polarization measurement consists
of a Pockcels cell, a QWP, a HWP and a PBS. Quantum random number generators are used to
trigger the Pockels cell to switch between two polarization orientations that are determined to have
a maximal violation of the Bell inequality as described in the main text. A time-digital convertor
(TDC) is used to time-tag the events for random number generation and single-photon detection.
for generating and collecting entangled photon pairs into single mode optical fibre on a (1
m × 1 m) breadboard to improve the system stability, with ambient temperature stabilized
to be within ±1oC.
We obtain an overall efficiency from creation to detection of single photons to be (78.8±
1.9)% for Alice and (78.5 ± 1.5)% for Bob [24], the highest to-date for entangled photons,
surpassing the threshold to close the detection loophole. The loss is mainly due to the
limited efficiency, 94%, in collecting the created photon pairs into single mode optical fibre
and the limited efficiency, ≈ 92%, of superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors[25]
(SNSPD) (Supplementary Information II.E), which can be technically reduced in future
works. To ensure the observation of no-signaling condition, we send the two photons of a
pair in opposite direction to Alice’s (Bob’s) measurement station, which is 93 meters (90
meters) away from the source, see Fig. 2 for spacetime analysis (Supplementary Information
6
II.G).
For the maximum violation of Bell inequality [26], we create nonmaximally polarization-
entangled two-photon state, cos(22.05◦) |HV 〉+ sin(22.05◦) |V H〉; in single photon polariza-
tion state measurements, Alice’s Pockcels cell switches between two settings, either position
X0 = −83.5◦ (for x = 0) or X1 = −119.4◦ (for x = 1), and Bob’s Pockcels cell switch
between position Y0 = 6.5
◦ (for y = 0) or Y1 = −29.4◦ (for y = 1), instructed by her
(his) quantum random number generator. The two quantum random number generators are
created based on vacuum noise fluctuation.
FIG. 2. Spacetime diagram for the experimental design. TE = 10 ns is the time elapse to generate
a pair of entangled photons. TQRNG1,2 is the time elapse to generate random bits to switch the
Pockels cell. TDelay1,2 is the time elapse for QRNG to delay delivering random bits to the Pockcels
cell. TPC1,2 is the time elapse for the Pockcels cell to be ready to perform state measurements
after receiving the random bits from the QRNG. TM1,2 is the time elapse for the SNSPD to output
an electronic signal. For TQRNG1 = TQRNG2 = 96 ns, TDelay1 = 270 ns and TDelay2 = 230 ns,
TPC1 = 112 ns and TPC2 = 100 ns, TM1 = 50 ns and TM2 = 100 ns, we place Alice’s measurement
station and Bob’s measurement station on the opposite side of the source and 93 (90) meter from
the source, and set the effective optical length between Alice’s (Bob’s) station and the source to be
132 m (119 m). This arrangement ensures spacelike separation between measurement event and
distant base setting event and between base setting event and photon pair emission event.
Our system is robust against noise, which allows us to complete n = 6.895 × 1010 ex-
perimental trials in 95.77 experimental hours without break. The predication-based-ratio
analysis[27] produces an extremely small p-value pn = 10
−204792 in the hypothesis test of
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local realism, indicating a strong rejection of local hidden variable models, and produces
a p-value pn = 1 in the hypothesis test of no signaling, showing no evidence of anoma-
lous signaling in the experiment (Supplementary Information III.B). The CHSH game J-
value for n-experimental trials is computed to be J¯ = 2.757 × 10−4. By setting the ex-
pected CHSH game value to the one measured in the experiment, ωexp = 2.757 × 10−4,
εs = εEA =
√
1/n = 3.8 × 10−6 and the width of the statistical confidence interval for the
Bell violation estimation test δest =
√
10/n = 1.2042 × 10−5, the total failure probability
εs + εEA + 2
−te < 1 × 10−5. After developing a new computing technique allowing us to
apply an 137.90 Gb × 62.469 Mb Toeplitz matrix hashing, we obtain 6.2469×107 genuinely
quantum-certified random bits, or 181.2 bits/s, with uniformity within 10−5. The stream
of random bits pass the NIST statistic test suite (Supplementary Information III.A). We
plot the amount of randomness that can be produced by our experiment as a function of
the number of experimental trials, which asymptotically approaches the optimal asymptotic
value for i.i.d. as shown in Fig. 3. The amount of randomness obtained in the current exper-
iment is about 56.9% of the optimal asymptotic value. We plot the randomness production
as a function of time in the inset, demonstrating the system robustness.
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FIG. 3. Randomness generation versus number of experimental trials. We set the expected CHSH
game value to be ωexp = 2.757× 10−4, εs = εEA = 1/
√
n and δest =
√
10/n for finite data rate.
In conclusion, we report the full realization of DIQRNG, which rejects local hidden
variable models, is against both quantum and classical adversaries, is regardless of time-
dependent behavior, outputs genuine random bits with unpredictability at high rates and is
robust against noise. We anticipate that this robust DIQRNG shall stimulate more aggres-
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sive advancement in the study of randomness, for example in randomness expansion and
randomness amplification[28], and practical applications such as randomness beacon. We
also anticipate this DIQRNG may help to answer more fundamental questions such as what
is minimum assumption necessary for randomness generation.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
I. THEORY OF DEVICE-INDEPENDENT QUANTUM RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATION
Here, we generate the random number in a device-independent manner. To be more
specific, our random generation is based on the violation of loophole-free Bell inequality. In
this section we introduce the protocol and give randomness generation analysis.
A. Protocol description
We perform the extraction on output string AB and obtain a classical string Z, which
is close to uniform distribution even conditioned on random input XY and a potential
adversary’s system E. We require the performance of the protocol in two different aspects.
On one hand, for an untrusted device, the protocol is either aborted with probability less
than Pabort, or the returned string Z should satisfy
(1− Pabort)‖ρZXY E − ρUm ⊗ ρXY ⊗ ρE‖ ≤ εsQRNG. (3)
Here, ρZXY E denotes the state of the classical string Z, the input randomness source XY
and the system of Eve E; ρUm denotes a string of uniform distribution random bits. This
performance is quantified by soundness error εsQRNG. On the other hand, we also require
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the honest device does not abort with probability greater than 1− εcQRNG, where εcQRNG is
the completeness error.
For the Bell test experiment, the input are required to be random, which consumes
random numbers, and in our case for each trial of Bell test, 2 random bits are consumed.
In order to obtain the randomness expansion, the spot-checking protocol [15, 17, 29], where
Bell test is only run with probability q (usually very small) and the input is fixed with
probability (1− q).
A CHSH spot-checking protocol is shown as follows.
1. Bell test:
(a) A classical bit string t = (t1, · · · , tn) is generated, for any i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n},
ti ∈ {0, 1} according to the distribution (1− q, q).
(b) The game involves two players, Alice and Bob, who are restricted to communicate
with each other in the game. In the ith trial, they choose the input random bits
xi and yi according to the bit xi. If ti = 1, this trial is a test trial, which is used to
test the existence of adversary. Then Alice and Bob randomly input xi = {0, 1},
yi = {0, 1} and are required to output bits ai and bi. If ti = 0, this trial is a
generation trial with fixed input string, xi = 0 yi = 0
(c) We calculate the game score according to t, ai, bi, xi and yi. If ti = 1, a score
is recorded according to a pay-off function Ji(aibixiyi) ∈ {0, 1}, which is given as
follows.
Ji(aibixiyi) =
1 ai + bi = xi ∗ yi0 ai + bi 6= xi ∗ yi (4)
If ti = 0, Ji = 0.
(d) (b)-(c) steps are repeated in total n trials.
(e) We abort the protocol when
∑
i Ji/n < ωexpq− δest. Otherwise, the protocol can
be used for quantum random number generation. And the completeness error is
upper bounded by εcQRNG ≤ exp (−2nδ2est).
2. Randomness estimation: conditioned on the Bell test is not aborted, either the protocol
aborts with probability less than εcQRNG or the amount of randomness is given by
Eq. (5).
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3. Randomness extraction: with failure probability less than 2−te , we can extract n ·
Ropt(εs, εEA)− te random bits that is εsQRNG close to a uniform distribution by using
the Toeplitz-matrix hashing, where εs is the smoothing parameter, εEA is the error
probability of the entropy accumulation protocol.
B. Estimation of randomness production
In this work, we first apply the security proof in Ref. [17]. Ref. [17] uses the tool, entropy
accumulation theorem (EAT) [22] to reduce the complex multi-trial protocol to the i.i.d.
case, in other words, from coherent attack case to collective case. In Ref. [17], they prove
that the device independent protocol satisfies the requirements of an EAT channel. Next, the
randomness production based on the violation of CHSH inequality [30] under the stronger
i.i.d. assumption can be connect to the non-i.i.d. case and gives a good lower bound for the
generated randomness. To be more specific, the device independent proofs against coherent
attacks try to find the lower bound for Hmin(AB|XYE) when given the Bell violation value.
Ref. [17] provides a framework to reduce the general attack to collective attack by considering
H(AB|EXY ) instead of Hmin(AB|EXY ). Collective attack supposes that Eve prepares the
state ρ⊗nABE, and the measurement setting for each round is the same. So this framework
greatly simplifies the security proof because each round is separately independent.
In the Theorem 10 of [17], the optimal randomness yield is given by
Hεsmin(AB|XYE) ≥ n ·Ropt(εs, εEA). (5)
where the smoothed min-entropy Hεsmin(AB|XYE) evaluates the amount of extractable ran-
domness, εs is the smoothing parameter, εEA is the error probability of the entropy accu-
mulation protocol. Here, Ropt(εs, εEA) is defined as
g(p) =

1− h
(
1
2
+ 1
2
√
16p
q
(p
q
− 1) + 3
)
p
q
∈ [0, 2+
√
2
4
]
1 p
q
∈ [2+
√
2
4
, 1]
(6)
fmin(p, pt) =
g(p) p ≤ ptd
dp
g(p)|pt · p+ (g(pt)− ddpg(p)|pt · pt) p > pt
(7)
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R(p, pt, εs, εe) (8)
= fmin(p, pt)− 1√
n
2(log 13 +
d
dp
g(p)|pt)
√
1− 2 log(εs · εe). (9)
Ropt(εs, εe) = max
3
4
<
pt
q
< 2+
√
2
4
R(ωexp · q − δest, pt, εs, εe). (10)
Here δest ∈ (0, 1) is the width of the statistical confidence interval for the Bell violation
estimation test, which is bounded by the number of trials n and the completeness error
εcQRNG, ε
c
QRNG ≤ exp(−2nδ2est). ωexp is the expected winning probability for an honest
but noisy device, and is chosen according to the experimental winning scores
∑
i Ji and
ωexp =
∑
i Ji/(nq). The total soundness error in the protocol consists three parts, the error
in the EAT channel theorem εEA, the smooth parameter εs and the failure probability in the
randomness extraction process 2−te . Thus, we have εsQRNG = εEA + εs + 2
−te . More details
about the formula of Ropt(εs, εEA) is shown in [17] and Supplemental Materials of Ref. [31].
In the above analysis, though EAT channel has been applied to solve the coherent attack
case. Considering a practical case where the total trials n is finite, the finite-data problem
emerges. In order to generate randomness, n is usually required to be large enough which
brings a lot of troubles for the experiments. Thus an improved generation rate is vital and
consequently reduce the required trials of experiment. There are few directions that could
improve the finial generation rate. One direction is focusing on the result in [30], collective
attack case and improve the generation rate. Following the same argument in Ref. [17],
the generation rate against coherent attacks can be obtained. Mathematically, the main
problem in collective attack case is to solve the following optimization problem :
f(S) = min
|φABE〉,A|a|x,Bb|y
H(AB|EXY ) (11)
s.t. ∀a, b, x, y tr[Aa|x ⊗Bb|yρAB] = pˆab|xy. (12)
The idea is inspired from [32] and main ingredient is to reduce the high dimension state
into 2-qubit bell diagonal state and then solve it numerically instead of giving an analytical
result in [32]. The details and the rigorous proof about the this method will be discussed
more in the future work. Here we only use the results to show its potentials for reducing
the required trials. Another interesting direction is to obtain the randomness based on the
full statistics of measurement results instead of only the Bell violation. Note that Ref. [33]
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have already considered the full statistics of measurement results and can certify device-
independent randomness without relying on any Bell inequality. However, it is only against
classical side information, quantum side information case still remains to be solved.
C. Biased random input
Here in this section, we study about the case where the input is not uniformly distributed.
Suppose that xi = {0, 1}, yi = {0, 1} with probability (p, 1 − p), p < 1/2. The results in
[17] can not be applied directly because the protocol in Ref. [17] the inputs are uniformly
distributed in the test trials. In order to make the analysis suitable, we modify the Bell test
as a spot-checking protocol. Here we introduce two other random variables, TAi = {0, 1}
and TBi = {0, 1} both with probability ( p1−p , 1−2p1−p ). Then the Bell test can be presented as
follows.
1. A classical bit string TA = (TA1 , · · · , TAn ) and TB = (TB1 , · · · , TBn ) is generated, for
any i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, TAi ∈ {0, 1} and TBi ∈ {0, 1} according to the distribution
( p
1−p ,
1−2p
1−p ).
2. In the ith trial, they choose the input random bits xi and yi with probability (p, 1−p).
If TAi = 0 and T
B
i = 0, this trial is a test trial, which is used to test the existence
of adversary. A score is recorded according to a pay-off function Ji(aibixiyi) ∈ {0, 1},
which is given as follows.
Ji(aibixiyi) =
1 ai + bi = xi ∗ yi0 ai + bi 6= xi ∗ yi (13)
Otherwise, this trial is a generation trial, Ji = 0.
3. 2 step is repeated in total n trials.
4. We abort the protocol when
∑
i Ji/n < ωexp(
p
1−p)
2 − δest. Otherwise, the protocol can
be used for quantum random number generation.
After the modification, the corresponding violation can be directly used to calculate the
randomness generation by the method in Ref. [17]. In the experiments, if the input is not
uniformly distributed but its distribution is known, this modification can also be applied.
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Instead of deciding each trial is generation trial or test trial before the experiment in the
above protocol, we can also use two random variable TA and TB to make this decision in
the post data processing after the experiments. These two different processes are equivalent
as long as the randomness of TA and TB can be guaranteed. Note that here we assume the
input randomness obeys i.i.d distribution and is not controlled by Eve’s system.
A remained problem here is that the input may be not perfectly random but controlled by
adversary by a local hidden variable λ. The input could look perfectly random, P (x, y) =
1/4. But it may be controlled by local hidden variable λ, P (x, y|λ) 6= 1/4. Usually, we
refer this imperfect source as Santha-Vazirani source (SV source) [34], l < P (x, y|λ) < u.
The parameter u, l quantify the imperfection of this randomness. If u = l = 1/4, this is
the perfect case. The imperfection will influence the classical bound for Bell test [35, 36].
This imperfect source can be amplified in a device-independent protocol to generate perfect
randomness, referred as device-independent randomness amplification [28, 37, 38]. At this
point, we only focus on the perfect input case and leave the imperfection case as a future
interesting direction. We can assume that the local hidden variable λ is generated with the
prepared states, independent of the input settings. The assumption of input randomness
is reasonable because it has already passed the random number test and proved to be i.i.d
distribution.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A. QRNG scheme and experimental setup
Phase fluctuations generated from spontaneous emissions of a laser are random in nature.
In this quantum random number generation (QRNG) system, random numbers are generated
from measuring laser intensity via an interferometer which converts phase information into
intensity information. In random number generation system, when the laser is operated at
the threshold level quantum noise will be dominant. After modeling and quantifying the
contribution of quantum noise, quantum random bits are finally generated.
The system setup is shown in Fig. 4. A 1550 nm laser diode (LD) is driven by constant
current slightly above its threshold. A thermoelectric cooler (TEC) is used for temperature
stabilization. The emitted photons enter an unbalanced interferometer via a 3-port optical
14
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FIG. 4. (a) Design diagram of the QRNG module. The key components of the QRNG module
include a stable interferometer and two PCBs. One PCB includes a laser driver and a PID circuit
for phase stabilization whilst the other PCB is designed for data acquisition and post-processing.
The phase fluctuations signal detected by a PD is amplified and digitized by an ADC, and the
sampled data are then fed into a FPGA. A real-time post-processing based on Toeplitz hashing
matrix is implemented in this FPGA. The extracted random numbers are dominated by the system
synchronised clock. TEC: thermoelectric cooler, LD: laser diode, FPGA: field-programmable gate
array, DAC: digital-to-analog converter, HVM: high voltage module, PM: powermeter, BS: beam
splitter, PS: phase shifter, FRM: Faraday rotator mirror, PD: photodetector, CLK: clock, ADC:
analog-to-digital converter, Sync clock: system synchronised clock.
circulator. The interferometer consists of a circulator, a 50/50 beam splitter (BS), two
Faraday rotator mirrors (FRMs) and a Phase Shifter (PS). The FRMs can effectively remove
polarization effects. The other input port of BS is monitored by an optical power meter
(PM). The optical power data is transferred to a printed circuit board (PCB) which includes
a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The FPGA sends feedback data to a digital-
to-analog converter (DAC), which controls a high-voltage module (HVM), by computing
proportional- integral-derivative (PID) algorithm. The phase stabilization is kept at a high
level through tuning the PS by HVM. The rest port of interferometer is detected by an
InGaAs photodetector. The measurement results of photodetector is quantum fluctuations,
which is digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
The QRNG system is made up of two PCBs. One PCB is described in the above,
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which maintains the stabilization of interferometer. The other PCB is designed for data
acquisition and random number signal modulating. To acquire raw random data, the ADC
(AT84AD001B) samples the signal with a clock (CLK) of 1 GSa/s and converts it to 8 bits
per sample. Then the data are fed into a FPGA, in which raw random numbers are processed
to generate random numbers of better uniformity. An external synchronizing clock (sync
CLK) is used to synchronize random data and output signals. Then random number data are
delayed and transmitted to Modulator Drivers which drive electro-optic modulator(EOM).
The other random data channel is implemented as Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) .
B. Min-entropy analysis and real-time post-processing
Min-entropy evaluation is of vital importance to quantify the randomness of raw random
data, which is acquired by ADC. We evaluate the randomness of the raw data from the
QRNG following analysis in the literature [39–41].
The quantum signal is given by,
I(t) ∝ P sin(∆θ(t)) ≈ P∆θ(t). (14)
Therefore, the phase fluctuation of the laser source can be measured directly by the intensity
of the interferometer output. In addition to the signals from phase fluctuations, the variance
of the photodetector output also contains background noise. According to the theoretical
model [42], the quantum signal follows a Gaussian distribution. Thus, with the variance of
signals from phase fluctuations, we can access the whole distribution of the quantum signal.
The randomness is quantified with min-entropy, defined as follows,
H∞(X) = − log2( max
x∈{0,1}n
Pr[X = x]). (15)
Then, the min-entropy of the raw data can be evaluated via the Gaussian distribution.
According to the results in literature [41, 43], the min-entropy is above 6.4 bits per sample
or 0.8 bits per bit. The Toeplitz hashing randomness extraction is implemented in FPGA
[42, 43]. Firstly, we choose 1 bit from a 8-bit ADC and perform a running parity calculation
of xi = (d4i−3 ⊕ d4i−2⊕) ⊕ (d4i−1 ⊕ d4i), where xi is an element of Toeplitz matrix. Then,
16 bit seeds are used to construct the complete Toeplitz matrix. These seeds are refreshed
after every synchronizing clock circle. Finally, 16 raw bits (xi, xi+1, ..., xi+15) are multiplied
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to output a temporary column vector in the matrix multiplication module and extracted to
single random bit. Under this circumstance, entire post-processing procedure is less than 68
ns.
The time interval between the generation of laser phase fluctuations and the generation
of extracted random bits is less than 100 ns. Further more, several data buffer like FIFOs
are used to add delay in FPGA, with which, the random bits are delayed by 270 ns/230 ns
for Alice/Bob before output to the Pockels cell driver.
C. Preparation of optical modes for pump and collection
Both theory [44] and experimental tests [24, 45] show that it is possible to achieve a near
unity coupling efficiency in a downconversion process with appropriate focal parameters. In
the experiment, for PPKTP with length to be 1 cm, we set the pump light beam waist to be
180 µm, and the collection beam waist to be 85 µm to optimally couple daughter photons
produced in the downversion into single mode fiber.
The pump light from a 780HP single mode fiber has mode field diameter of 5 µm. It
is focused using a aspherical lens with f=8 mm to the PPKTP that is 70 cm away. The
pump waist is measured to be 180 µm, and the beam quality M2 is 1.05. For the signal
(idler) collection mode, the mode field diameter of the SMF28e single mode fiber we used for
collection is 10.4 µm. An aspherical lens with f=11 mm and a spherical lens with f=175 mm
are used to set the beam diameter to 85 µm at the center of PPKTP crystal. The distance
of the spherical lens is about 19 cm from the aspherical and about 45 cm from the PPKTP
crystal.
D. Determination of single photon efficiency
We define the single photon heralding efficiency as ηA = C/NB and ηB = C/NA for Alice
and Bob, in which the coincidence events (C) and the single events for Alice (NA) and Bob
(NB) are measured in the experiment. The heralding efficiency is given by
η = ηsc × ηso × ηfibre × ηm × ηdet, (16)
where ηsc is the efficiency to couple entangled photons into single mode optical fibre, ηso
the efficiency for photons passing through the optical elements in the source, ηfibre the
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transmittance of the fibre linking the source to the measurement station, ηm the efficiency for
light passing through the measurement station, and ηdet the single photon detector efficiency.
The heralding efficiency and the transmittance of individual optical elements are listed in
Table I, where ηfibre, ηm, ηdet are measured with classical light beams and NIST-traceable
power meters. The coupling efficiency ηsc is calculated with
ηsc =
η
ηso × ηfibre × ηm × ηdet (17)
TABLE I. Characterization of optical efficiencies in the experiment.
heralding efficiency (η) ηsc ηso ηfibre ηm ηdet
Alice 78.8% 93.9%
95.9% 99%
94.8% 93.2%
Bob 78.5% 94.2% 95.2% 92.2%
The transmittance of optical elements used in our experiment are listed in Table II, with
which we obtain the efficiency ηso:
ηso = ηAS × ηS × (ηDM)4 × η780/1560HWP × η780/1560PBS × ηPPKTP = 95.9%, (18)
where we use four dichroic mirrors.
The transmittance of the 130 meter fibre between the source and the detection is 99%.
The transmittance of the measurement station including the Pockels cell is 94.8% for Alice
and 95.2% for Bob. The efficiency of the superconducting nanowire single-photon detector
(SNSPD) [25] is measured to be 93.2% for Alice and 92.2% for Bob. The single photon
heralding efficiency of the system is determined to be ηA = (78.8 ± 1.9)% for Alice and
ηB = (78.5± 1.5)% for Bob with photon-counting statistic in the experiment.
E. Quantum state characterization
To maximally violate the Bell inequality in experiment, we create non-maximally entan-
gled two-photon state cos(22.053◦) |HV 〉 + sin(22.053◦) |V H〉 (with r = 0.41 for (|HV 〉 +
r |V H〉)/√1 + r2) and set the bases for single photon polarization state measurement to
be A1 = −83.5◦, A2 = −119.38◦ for Alice, B1 = 6.5◦, B2 = −29.38◦ for Bob. We mea-
sure diagonal/anti-diagonal visibility in the bases set (45◦,−22.053◦), (112.053◦, 45◦) for
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TABLE II. The efficiencies of optical elements
Optical element Efficiency
ηAS Aspherical lens 99.27%± 0.03%
ηS Spherical lens 99.6%± 1.0%
η780/1560HWP Half wave plate (780nm/1560nm) 99.93%± 0.02%
η1560HWP Half wave plate (1560nm) 99.92%± 0.04%
η1560QWP Quarter wave plate (1560nm) 99.99%± 0.08%
η780/1560PBS Polarizing beam splitter (780nm/1560nm) 99.6%± 0.1%
η1560PBS Polarizing beam splitter (1560nm) 99.6%± 0.2%
ηDM Dichroic mirror 99.46%± 0.03%
ηPPKTP PPKTP 99.6%± 0.2%
ηP Pockels cell 98.7%± 0.5%
minimum coincidence, and in the bases set (45◦, 67.947◦), (22.053◦, 45◦) for maximum coin-
cidence, where the angles represent measurement basis cos(θ) |H〉+ sin(θ) |V 〉 for Alice and
Bob.
By setting the mean photon number to µ = 0.0035 to suppress the multi-photon effect, we
measure the visibility to be 99.5% and 98.5% in horizontal/vertical basis and diagonal/anti-
diagonal basis.
We perform state tomography on the non-maximally entangled state, the result is shown
in Fig. 5, the state fidelity is 99.02%. We attribute the imperfection to multi-photon com-
ponents, imperfect optical elements, and imperfect spatial/spectral mode matching.
F. Locality and space like experimental setup
To close the locality loophole, space-like separation must be satisfied between the state
measurement events and between each measurement event and the distant setting choice
event (Fig. 6). We can obtain
(|SA|+ |SB|)/c > TE − (LSA − LSB)/c+ TQRNG1 + TDelay1 + TPC1 + TM2,(|SA|+ |SB|)/c > TE + (LSA − LSB)/c+ TQRNG2 + TDelay2 + TPC2 + TM1, (19)
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(a)
(b)
FIG. 5. (color online) Tomography of the produced state. The real and imaginary part are shown
in (a) and (b).
where |SA| = 93 m (|SB| = 90 m) is the spatial distance between the entanglement source
and Alice’s (Bob’s) measurement station, TE = 10 ns is the generation time for entangled
photon pairs, which is mainly contributed by the 10 ns pump pulse duration, LSA = 194 m
(LSB = 175 m) is the effective optical path which is mainly contributed by the long fiber (132
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m, 119 m) between the source and Alice/Bob’s measurement station, TQRNG1 = TQRNG2 =
96 ns is the time elapse for quantum random number generation, TDelay1 = 270 ns (TDelay2
= 230 ns) is the delay between QRNG and the Pockels cells, TPC1 = 112 ns (TPC2 = 100
ns) including the internal delay of the Pockcels Cells (62 ns, 50 ns) and the time for the
Pockcels cell to stabilize before performing single photon polarization state projection after
switching which is 50 ns, TM1 = 55 ns (TM2 = 100 ns) is the time elapse for the SNSPD to
output an electronic signal, including the delay due to fiber and cable length.
Space-like separation must be ensured between each entangled pair creation event and
the setting choice events, so we can have|SA|/c > LSA/c− TDelay1 − TPC1|SB|/c > LSB/c− TDelay2 − TPC2 (20)
Eq. 20 ensures space-like separation between the event of entangled pairs created and
each event of quantum random number generation. It shows in Fig. 6 that Alice’s and Bob’s
quantum random number generation events are outside the future light cone (green shade)
of the event.
In the experiment, we measure the fiber length by measuring the reflection: As shown
in Fig. 7, The single photon signal arrives at the SNSPD, generates an electronic response
with high possibility; with small possibility, the photon is reflected by the SNSPD chip,
traveling to the source, get polarization rotated in the Sagnac loop, and traveling back to
the SNSPD. This photon-travel doubles the distance from the source to the SNSPD, creating
the second peak. We calculate the interval between the two peaks so we can calculate the
fiber distance between the source and SNSPD. Because SNSPD is polarization sensitive,
for the delay measurement, we maximize the reflection of light from SNSPD; but for the
real experimental measurement, we minimize the light reflection. This is accomplished by
changing the polarization of light. We measure the electronic cable length using a ruler.
To measure the time response of the Pockels cell’s high voltage driver, we send a
continuous-wave laser with horizontal polarization to the Pockels cell, and measure in
the vertical basis using the SNSPD. The light will be blocked when there is no voltage
applied, and will pass the measurement system when a half-wave voltage is applied. We
apply a trigger signal to the high voltage driver, the interval between the trigger and the
detection edge indicates the total delay of the Pockels cell modulation system, As shown in
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FIG. 6. Space-time diagram for the experimental design. TE = 10 ns is the time elapse to generate
a pair of entangled photons. TQRNG1,2 is the time elapse to generate random bits to switch the
Pockels cell. TDelay1,2 is the delay between QRNG and the Pockcels cell. TPC1,2 is the time
elapse for the Pockcels cell to be ready to perform state measurements after receiving the random
bits from the QRNG. TM1,2 is the time elapse for the SNSPD to output an electronic signal.
For TQRNG1 = TQRNG2 = 96 ns, TDelay1 = 270 ns and TDelay2 = 230 ns, TPC1 = 112 ns and
TPC2 = 100 ns, TM1 = 55 ns and TM2 = 100 ns, we place Alice’s measurement station and Bob’s
measurement station on the opposite side of the source and 93 (90) meter from the source, and
set the effective optical length between Alice’s (Bob’s) station and the source to be 132 m (119
m). This arrangement ensures spacelike separation between measurement event and distant base
setting event and between base setting event and photon pair emission event.
Fig. 8. By subtracting the time the signal travels in the fiber and the cable, and the delay
caused by the discriminator, we calculate the effective fiber length between the pockels cell
and the SNSPD chip. The measured fiber length, cable length, discriminating time, and the
calculated Pockels cell driver response time are summarized in Tab. III.
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FIG. 7. Optical reflection peaks for fiber length test. (a) Alice’s optical reflection: the first
detection occurs at 272 ns, the peak following (301 ns) is a noise peak due to false discrimination.
The peaks at 1675 ns, 3078 ns, and 4481 ns are the reflections at SNSPD for the 1st, 2nd, and
3rd times. The peaks at 1557 ns, 2960 ns, and 4366 ns are reflection from the fiber-free space
output at the pockels cell. The pockels cell is about 50 cm away from the fiber output port. (b)
Bob’s optical reflection: the first detection occurs at 281 ns, the peaks at 1638 ns is the reflection
at SNSPD through the fiber link. The peak at 1438 ns is the reflection from the fiber-free space
output at the pockels cell. The pockels cell is about 50 cm away from the fiber output port. Note:
the polarization of the light incident onto the SNSPD is adjusted to maximize the reflection from
SNSPD, while the polarization is adjusted to minimize the reflection in the Bell test experiment.
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FIG. 8. Delay test for Pockels cell. (a) Alice’s Pockels cell delay: The Pockcels cell receives a trigger
at 291 ns and the detection edge is at 442 ns. We measure Alice’s cable length to be 4 meters,
and discriminator delay to be 10 ns. (b) Bob’s Pockels cell delay: The trigger is at 217 ns and the
detection edge is at 436 ns. We measure Bob’s cable length to be 12 meters, and discriminator
delay to be 10 ns.
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TABLE III. The fiber distances between Source and Measurement.
Source-PC PC-SNSPD SNSPD-TDC Pockels Cell Response
Alice 132 m 11 m 4 m 62 ns
Bob 119 m 20 m 12 m 50 ns
TABLE IV. The Eberhard violation with different mean photon numbers.
Mean photon number CHSH violation
0.011 6.47× 10−5
0.026 1.38× 10−4
0.049 2.29× 10−4
0.061 2.46× 10−4
0.070 2.17× 10−4
0.072 2.89× 10−4
0.073 2.98× 10−4
0.074 2.66× 10−4
0.082 2.80× 10−4
0.083 2.58× 10−4
0.085 2.85× 10−4
0.098 3.39× 10−4
0.108 3.44× 10−4
0.113 3.49× 10−4
0.124 3.22× 10−4
0.132 2.96× 10−4
0.139 2.74× 10−4
0.153 2.71× 10−4
0.162 2.60× 10−4
G. Optimize mean photon number for optimum CHSH game value
There is a optimized mean photon number to violate the CHSH game maximumly. In-
tuitively, the quantum states in most of the experimental trials are vacuum when the mean
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FIG. 9. Simulation/Experimental result for the relation between Bell inequality violation and
mean photon number. In our simulation, we set dark count pB = 2× 10−5 and misalignment error
pM = 5× 10−4.
photon number is small. Increasing mean photon number will increase the proportion of non
vacuum states and increase the Bell violation. The violation will decrease when the multi-
photon effect becomes significant. We test the violation with experimental test in Tab. IV,
and perform a numerical simulation to optimize the mean photon number in below, the re-
sult is shown in Fig. 9. In the experiment, we conservatively select a sub-optimum intensity
µ = 0.07.
Consider an SPDC source with a Poisson distribution,
P (n) =
µn
n!
e−µ (21)
where µ is the mean photon number. We denote P (i) to be the i pair photons case and
denote Jn=i to be Bell value for each case. In the following, we simulate the Bell value
with 0, 1, 2, 3 pairs of photon cases. We choose the threshold detector in the simulation and
consider at most 3 pairs of photons.
For each pair of photons, we have nine results as shown in Table V. There are totally
9 × 9 × 9 = 729 exclusive events. When double click event happens, we randomly assign
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TABLE V. Possible events for single photon pair.
parties 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Alice and Bob 0,0 0,1 0,u 1,0 1,1 1,u u,u u,u u,u
the output value to be 0, 1, or u, with probability q0, q1, and qu, respectively. We denote q
a
0
(qb0), q
a
1 (q
b
1) and q
a
u (q
b
u), to be assignment probability for Alice’s (Bob’s) sides.
For a given input setting x and y, we denote pi(x, y) to be the probability distribution
for 9 events. In the end, we focus on the 0,0 case and denote pn=j(x, y) to be its probability
generated by a j-pair photon case, j can be 0, 1, 2 or 3 here. The simulation of the cases j =
0, 1, 2 has already been studied in the previous work (Supplemental Materials of Ref. [31]).
In order to make the simulation better, we also consider the three-pair photon case here.
We can calculate the probability pn=3(x, y) of obtaining 00 with three pairs of photons after
the assignment by
pn=3(x, y) =
∑
ijk
βijkpi(x, y)pj(x, y)pk(x, y), (22)
where the coefficients βijk are chosen according to a 9× 9× 9 matrix. For the single party
detections, the method is similar. We also take the misalignment error and dark count into
consideration and we can calculate the final Bell value
J ≈ JB + P (1)Jn=1 + P (2)Jn=2 + P (3)Jn=3. (23)
where JB is the normalized contribution from dark count
H. System robustness
Fig. 10 shows the measured CHSH violation value versus time. Every 60 seconds, we
estimate the CHSH violation with the accumulated data. In the experiment, the optical
alignment degrades slowly. We occasionally manually tweak the mirrors to restore the
alignment. The CHSH violation remains at a sufficient significance level, which allows us to
collect data continuously.
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FIG. 10. The CHSH violation versus time.
I. Randomness extraction
A Toeplitz extractor is used for randomness extraction from raw data [14, 46, 47]. In
total,1.3790×1011 bits of raw data are collected. A Toeplitz matrix with dimensions m×n =
(6.2469×107)×(1.3790×1011) is used to extract the final random numbers with a dimension
m = 6.2469× 107.
We used a blocked speed up algorithm with fast Fourier transform (FFT) in Toeplitz
matrix multiplication [14]. The blocked FFT acceleration is not the optimism as the standard
FFT algorithm, but it saves memory. The extraction is done on a personal computer with
16 Gbytes memory, with the original data divided into 500 blocks for FFT acceleration. The
whole calculation takes 11 hrs including data loading and computation.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We complete n = 6.895 × 1010 experimental trials in 95.77 experimental hours. The
recorded experimental data are listed in Table VI. The J-value for n-experimental tri-
als as given by Jn = JX0Y0 + JX0Y1 + JX1Y0 + JX1Y1 − 3/4, with JXkYl = (Nab=00|XkYl +
Nab=11|XkYl)/NXkYl when (k, l) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)}, and JXkYl = (Nab=10|XkYl+Nab=01|XkYl)/NXkYl
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TABLE VI. Recorded number of two-photon detection events for four sets of polarization state
measurement bases X0Y0, X0Y1, X1Y0 and X1Y1 for n = 6.895×1010 experimental trials. a = 0 or
1 indicates that Alice detects a photon or not, the same b for Bob. Mean photon number µ = 0.07,
violation Jn = 2.757× 10−4.
Basis settings ab = 00 ab = 10 ab = 01 ab = 11
X0Y0 17014507270 58589512 52352062 112090418
X0Y1 16852014228 217902589 42594266 121844486
X1Y0 16862026671 46395448 208761003 124337061
X1Y1 16579373011 326221778 319412762 13577435
when (k, l) ∈ {(1, 1)}, is computed to be J¯ = 2.757× 10−4. J¯ = 2.757× 10−4 indicates that
our CHSH game rejects local hidden variable models at a sufficient significance level (see
Sect. III D for details).
By setting the expected CHSH game value to the one measured in the experiment, ωexp =
2.757× 10−4, εs = εEA = 1× 10−5 and δest =
√
10/n = 1.2042× 10−5 and after applying an
137.90 Gb × 62.469 Mb Toeplitz matrix hashing, we obtain 6.2469×107 genuinely quantum-
certified random bits, or 181.20 bits/s, with uniformity within 10−5. The stream of random
bits pass the NIST statistic test suite.
A. Statistical analysis of output randomness
We obtain 6.2469×107 random bits. We use 62.469 Mbits data with section length set to
1.041 Mbits for NIST statistical test [48]. As shown in Tab. VII, the random bits successfully
pass the NIST tests.
B. Test of no signaling
Denote Alice’s and Bob’s random settings at each trial by X and Y with possible values
x, y ∈ {0, 1}. The joint-setting probability distribution is {pxy, x, y = 0, 1}, which is assumed
to be fixed and known before running the test. The measurement outcomes of Alice and
Bob at each trial are denoted by A and B with possible values a, b ∈ {0, 1}. Suppose that
the experimentally observed frequency distribution is f ≡ {pxyf(ab|xy), a, b, x, y = 0, 1}. We
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TABLE VII. Results of the NIST test suite using 62.469 Mbit of data (60 sequences of 1.041 Mbit)
with the generated random numbers.
Statistical tests P value Proportion Result
Frequency 0.17828 1.000 Success
BlockFrequency 0.73992 0.983 Success
CumulativeSums 0.25360 1.000 Success
Runs 0.13469 1.000 Success
LongestRun 0.67178 1.000 Success
Rank 0.04872 1.000 Success
FFT 0.77276 0.967 Success
NonOverlappingTemplate 0.08440 0.990 Success
OverlappingTemplate 0.63712 1.000 Success
Universal 0.96430 0.983 Success
ApproximateEntropy 0.37814 0.983 Success
RandomExcursions 0.22430 0.990 Success
RandomExcursionsVariant 0.50920 0.991 Success
Serial 0.10250 1.000 Success
LinearComplexity 0.13469 1.000 Success
would like to find out the no-signaling distribution p∗NS ≡ {pxyp∗NS(ab|xy), a, b, x, y = 0, 1}
that is optimally consistent with the observed frequencies. Here, we define the optimal
distribution by minimizing a ‘distance’ from the observed frequency distribution f to the
set PNS of all the distributions pNS satisfying the no-signaling principle. Particularly, we
measure the distance from the observed frequency distribution f to a no-signaling probability
distribution pNS by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [49]
DKL(f ‖ pNS) =
∑
a,b,x,y
pxyf(ab|xy) log2
(
f(ab|xy)
pNS(ab|xy)
)
. (24)
Hence, the optimal no-signaling distribution p∗NS is the solution of the optimization
min
pNS∈PNS
DKL(f ‖ pNS). (25)
Since the KL divergence DKL(f ‖ pNS) is a strictly convex function of the distribution pNS
and the domain PNS of the optimization problem in Eq. (25) is a convex polytope [50], the
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solution p∗NS of the above optimization is unique, which can be found by the sequential
quadratic programming or the expectation-maximization algorithm as studied in Ref. [27].
Once the optimal no-signaling distribution p∗NS is found, according to the method in
Ref. [27] any no-signaling distribution pNS ∈ PNS satisfies the following inequality∑
a,b,x,y
f(ab|xy)
p∗NS(ab|xy)
pxypNS(ab|xy) ≤ 1. (26)
The test statistics R(ABXY ) ≡ f(AB|XY )
p∗NS(AB|XY ) provide a way to perform a hypothesis test of
the no-signaling principle [27]. To perform the hypothesis test without assuming the trial
results are i.i.d., before the i’th trial we need to construct the test statistics Ri(AiBiXiYi)
for this trial. For this purpose, we need to replace the experimentally observed frequency
distribution f in Eqs. (24), (25) and (26) by a frequency distribution fi estimated before the
i’th trial. The frequency distribution fi can be estimated using all the trial results before
the i’th trial or using only the most recent trial results in history. Hence, the test statistics
Ri(AiBiXiYi) are called “prediction-based ratios”, abbreviated as PRBs. Once the PBRs are
constructed, after n trials the p-value upper bound for rejecting the no-signaling principle
is given by [27]
pn = min
( n∏
i=1
Ri(aibixiyi)
)−1
, 1
 , (27)
where aibi and xiyi are the measurement outcomes and setting choices at the i’th trial.
For the results observed in 95.77 hours with n = 6.895 × 1010, we process experimental
data block by block, where each data block has 24,000,000 trials. We use the same PBRs
for all the trials in a data block. This is allowed by the method in Ref. [27], as long as the
PBRs for each data block indexed by k are constructed and fixed before processing the data
in this block. For the first data block, we use the trivial PBRs, i.e., R(abxy) = 1 for all
a, b, x, y in this block. For a latter data block k with k > 1, considering the possible drift of
experimental parameters over time, we construct the PBRs for the trial results in this block
using the frequency distribution observed in the previous data block (k−1). Assuming that
both the null and the alternative hypotheses have uniform settings, i.e., pxi,yi = 1/4 for all
trials i and all xi, yi ∈ {0, 1}, we obtained the p-value upper bound pn = 1, suggesting no
evidence of anomalous signaling in the experiment.
The method of PBRs is developed particularly for a hypothesis test where the experimen-
tal data provide a strong evidence against the null hypothesis. For the test of no signaling, if
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the no-signaling violation by experimental data is not strong, it is possible that the computed
p-value upper bound with PBRs is not tight. We also checked whether our experimental data
are in agreement with the no-signaling principle by a traditional hypothesis test where the
i.i.d. assumption is required. In the experiment, there are four no-signaling conditions: the
distribution of Alice’s outcomes under the setting x = 0 or 1 is independent of Bob’s setting
choices, and the distribution of Bob’s outcomes under the setting y = 0 or 1 is independent
of Alice’s setting choices. We performed a hypothesis test of each no-signaling condition
with the two-proportion Z-test. We found the p-values of 0.139842, 0.045396, 0.474135,
and 0.226216, which also suggest no evidence of violating the no-signaling principle by our
experimental data.
C. Test of local realism
After obtaining the optimal no-signaling distribution p∗NS, we can find the optimal local
realistic distribution p∗LR according to
p∗LR = argminpLR∈PLRDKL(p
∗
NS ‖ pLR), (28)
where PLR is the set of local realistic distributions. As shown in Ref. [27], any local realistic
distribution pLR ∈ PLR satisfies the following inequality
∑
a,b,x,y
p∗NS(ab|xy)
p∗LR(ab|xy)
pxypLR(ab|xy) ≤ 1. (29)
Following the same procedure as the above for testing the no-signaling principle with PBRs,
we can perform the hypothesis test of local realism without the i.i.d. assumption. The results
observed in 95.77 hours with n = 6.895× 1010 show that the p-value for rejecting the local
realism after the experiment is upper bounded by 10−204792. This shows an extremely strong
evidence against local realism provided by our experimental data, under the assumption
that both the null and the alternative hypotheses have the uniform setting distribution at
each trial. If necessary, we can also relax the assumption that the setting distribution is
fixed and known by the strategy used in Ref. [33] for certifying randomness.
In conclusion, by the same analysis method and with the same assumption, our experi-
mental data suggest no evidence against the no-signaling principle as well as an extremely
32
strong evidence against local realism.
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